
  



Annexure  

Recommendations on the issue of allowing the existing HITS permission holders to 

operate under the new licensing framework 

1. M/s ASC Enterprises (at present M/s Dish TV) and M/s Noida Software Technology 

Park Limited (M/s NSTPL) were granted permission in 2003 for HITS operation using 

teleport facility.  M/s Dish TV had reportedly launched its HITS service in August 2003.  

Later, because implementation of CAS was deferred, M/s Dish TV had reportedly 

surrendered the satellite transponder capacity.  M/s NSTPL had received the permission for 

HITS service in 2003, but reportedly did not start the HITS service. 

2.  A perusal of the HITS permissions granted to these two companies shows that the said 

permissions do not have any specific roll out obligation, nor do they have an explicit 

provision for termination of permission, although absence of such explicit provision does not 

mean that action for termination of permission cannot be taken.  As such, these permission 

holders are presently having valid permission to run HITS service over their teleport, and 

neither of them is at present operating HITS service. M/s Dish TV claims to be in a state of 

readiness to start operations and has sought permission from the Government for change of 

satellite to start HITS operation.  

3. To ensure faster digitalization and addressability in the cable sector and to ensure 

greater competition, it is desirable that these permission holders should be allowed to provide 

the HITS operation on the existing terms and conditions, till at least  such time that the  terms 

and conditions of HITS license are notified by the Government of India.  Thereafter, the two 

existing permission holders should be encouraged to migrate to the new licensing regime of 

HITS within a specified time frame.  Therefore, the Authority recommends as follows: 

(i) The Ministry of Information & Broadcasting should immediately inform the two 

existing HITS permission holders of the Government’s intention to bring out the new 

licensing framework for HITS, and that the present permission for HITS on their 

teleport will be “frozen” at the existing level.  Thus, except under the circumstances 

specified in para (ii) below, no further approvals will be granted, among others, for 

change of satellite or for a new satellite, or for turn-around of additional channels, or 

for extension in tenure of teleport license in so far as its usage for HITS is concerned.  



(ii) However, the existing HITS permission holders will be allowed to commence the 

HITS operation on the basis of their existing HITS permission provided they give an 

undertaking to the effect that they shall migrate to the new HITS licensing regime 

within a period of three months from the date of notification of the new HITS licensing 

framework by fulfilling  all the terms & conditions of the new license, and that in the 

event of their failure to do so after having given such an undertaking, their existing 

HITS permission shall be liable to be cancelled.  After furnishing such an undertaking, 

the existing HITS permission holders will be allowed to commence their HITS 

operations on the basis of their existing  HITS permission and to continue the same 

under the existing permission till such time that they successfully migrate to the new 

licensing regime, or for three months from the date of notification of the new  HITS 

license, whichever is earlier.  Further, after receiving such an undertaking, in order to 

facilitate the existing HITS permission holders to commence operations, the 

Government will also consider on merits any requests received from such HITS 

permission holder for approvals on issues such as change of satellite or for a new 

satellite, turn-around of additional channels, etc. within the framework of the existing 

HITS permission.  

(iii) Further, if the existing HITS permission holder meets the roll out obligation as 

envisaged in the new HITS license even prior to his successful migration to the new 

HITS license, then such a HITS permission holder will not be required to furnish the 

performance bank guarantee for migrating to the new licensing regime.  

4. It may be mentioned here that M/s Dish TV has given a letter dated 5th February, 

2008, regarding their willingness to migrate to the new licensing regime within the stipulated 

period.  A copy of their letter has been taken on record and is also enclosed for appropriate 

action. 







 


